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embedded into IoT objects

routers

smartphones

automotive

complete OS (Android, Linux, OpenWRT, ...)

structured firmwares

filesystem

thousands of files

Firmwares
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Goal: understand interactions between components

Cartography
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«[1.7.2] And Prometheus had a son Deucalion. He reigning in the regions about Phthia, married Pyrrha, the daughter of Epimetheus and Pandora,

the first woman fashioned by the gods. And when Zeus would destroy the men of the Bronze Age, Deucalion by the advice of Prometheus

constructed a chest, and having stored it with provisions he embarked in it with Pyrrha. But Zeus by pouring heavy rain from heaven flooded the

greater part of Greece, so that all men were destroyed, except a few who fled to the high mountains in the neighborhood. It was then that the

mountains in Thessaly parted, and that all the world outside the Isthmus and Peloponnese was overwhelmed. But Deucalion, floating in the chest

over the sea for nine days and as many nights, drifted to Parnassus, and there, when the rain ceased, he landed and sacrificed to Zeus, the god of

Escape. And Zeus sent Hermes to him and allowed him to choose what he would, and he chose to get men. And at the bidding of Zeus he took

up stones and threw them over his head, and the stones which Deucalion threw became men, and the stones which Pyrrha threw became

women. Hence people were called metaphorically people (laos) from laas, “a stone.” And Deucalion had children by Pyrrha, first Hellen, whose

father some say was Zeus, and second Amphictyon, who reigned over Attica after Cranaus; and third a daughter Protogenia, who became the

mother of Aethlius by Zeus

[1.7.3] Hellen had Dorus, Xuthus, and Aeolus by a nymph Orseis. Those who were called Greeks he named Hellenes after himself, and divided the

country among his sons. Xuthus received Peloponnese and begat Achaeus and Ion by Creusa, daughter of Erechtheus, and from Achaeus and

Ion the Achaeans and Ionians derive their names. Dorus received the country over against Peloponnese and called the settlers Dorians after

himself. Aeolus reigned over the regions about Thessaly and named the inhabitants Aeolians. He married Enarete, daughter of Deimachus, and

begat seven sons, Cretheus, Sisyphus, Athamas, Salmoneus, Deion, Magnes, Perieres, and five daughters, Canace, Alcyone, Pisidice, Calyce,

Perimede.

Perimede had Hippodamas and Orestes by Achelous; and Pisidice had Antiphus and Actor by Myrmidon. »

Apollodorus, 1.7.[2-3].

Visualization is the key
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Genealogy of Hellenes. Source: Wikipedia.

Visualization is the key
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyrrha


Genealogy of Hellenes. Source: Wikipedia.
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Let's try not to reinvent the wheel!
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Source: Sourcetrail README.

Sourcetrail
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https://github.com/CoatiSoftware/Sourcetrail/blob/master/README.md


Extend Sourcetrail
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Pyrrha
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Binaries Symlinks

Exported functions Exported symbols

Filesystem as a language
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Pyrrha workflow
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Pyrrha workflow
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Pyrrha workflow
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Pyrrha workflow
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Demo Time
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2 steps
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Python Package / Docker

Available on Quarkslab's Github:

https://github.com/quarkslab/pyrrha

Conclusion
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https://github.com/quarkslab/pyrrha


Thank you!

ebrocas@quarkslab.com

@_cryptocorn_
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https://twitter.com/_cryptocorn_

